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4. "Demonstrably" pagan names. At the risk of being tediously thorough, I shall go through these criteria in detail.
POSITIVE INDICATORS OF JEWS AND JUDAISM

Self-identification
The occurrence of 'Ioutaia/ioS or ludealus has usually been viewed as a definitive indication of religious identity. Several years ago, A. Thomas Kraabel suggested that in some instances 'Iouaaia/ioS might signify geographic origin rather than religious affiliation.8 In an article published several years ago, I noted that of those few inscriptions that do contain these terms, particularly in reference to specific individuals, several contain characteristics that many scholars consider antithetical to Judaism, such as location in a pagan temple, or invocations to pagan deities.9 I argued that a significant percentage may provide evidence of pagan attraction to Judaism. While I am aware that these may simply give evidence of what Jews really did, rather than what scholars think they should have done, I suggest that we must look carefully at each of these inscriptions and at any such inscriptions discovered in the future to determine what other evidence supports their identification as Jewish.
As for the term Xpttcnavoi, it too is rare in early Christian inscriptions and occurs primarily in inscriptions from Phrygia ending with the dedication "Christians for Christians," discussed by Elsa Gibson.10 Given the possibility that the phrase was intended to identify Montanist Christians, we must keep in mind that the term may convey subtle and complex information, such as relief at the termination of official persecution." and in inscriptions the Jewishness of which has never been the subject of any dispute. The presence of either term has usually been sufficient to classify an inscription as Jewish. But an inscription from Kyzikos, dated either 119 BCE or 94 CE records that the male and female members (oi Otaoizrat ai 0taaiT8es;) of a thiasos or religious company of Meter Cybele and Apollo crowned a priestess named Stratonike ?v xJ To1O Ati6 oauvaycoytj ("in the 'synagogue/assembly' of Zeus"].12 A papyrus from the mid-first century BCE, possibly from the FAyyum, also mentions oavayoy'i in the context of an association of Zeus. Arthur Darby Nock argued many years ago that this could not possibly be a Jewish association. 13 A third inscription, from Thrace, refers to a "synagogue" of barbers, with an apxitovdyV yoS ("leader of the synagogue"). An accompanying inscription to Zeus Lopheites by a priest named Eudion would seem to confirm that this is a pagan association.14 As for rpoaeoui, consider a marble fragment from Olbia no longer extant that records the restoration of a Ipoae?Z i by men who are probably called apxovT?; ("archons" or "rulers").15 Epigraphers have argued about its identity since the nineteenth century. While the details of the argument are themselves interesting, for my purposes it is the methodological dilemma that is most compelling. Those scholars who argued for its pagan identification (on other grounds) could then use this inscription as evidence of the non-Jewish occurrence of 7pooeaX i, but those unconvinced of the other evidence for its pagan identity could retreat to the use of poo?eXi' to bolster their case. An even better illustration can be seen in a manumission inscription from Gorgippia dating to 41 CE that begins with a dedication to 0e6; {)ao~TO; 7CaVXOKcpdtOp e?Xoyr7tx6; ("the highest, almighty, and blessed god"), ends with an invocation of Zeus, Ge, and Helios, and describes the release of the OpenxrT ("slave") Chrysa as ev Til npooeux) ("in the proseuche").17 Basilius Latyschev, who argued against the Jewish identification of the previous inscription, did not consider this to be Jewish either, because of the invocation to Zeus, Ge, and Helios.18 But Frey, who often found the mention of pagan deities sufficient grounds to eliminate the Jewish identity of an inscription, here disagreed. On the basis of a papyrus from Elephantini in which a Jewish woman invokes the goddess Sati as her witness before a tribunal, he claimed that "Jews of the diaspora attached no major significance to these formalities."19 Lifshitz agreed, not only on the assessment that the invocation of pagan divinities was simply de rigueur in legal proceedings of this sort, but also on the claim that tavtoKpdcaop could not be pagan, and ei?Xoyr'6; could only be Jewish.20 Lifshitz cited a second manumission document that he deemed Jewish by virtue of the cluster of cavxoicpdtop, ei)XoyT16 ; and the phrase 0e6g; dytaoro; ("God most high"). 
Terms of Jewish religious office
The titles dpxtovvdayoyyo, yepo)otadpx1S ("ruler of the council of elders") and rabbi (this last not strictly speaking a title of synagogue office) have all been considered strong, if not definitive evidence of a Jewish inscription, while the terms dapov ("archon" or "ruler") and ncpeaopu6epoS ("elder"), clearly attested as synagogue titles, have also led scholars to suspect Jewish provenance. Horsley, however, reprints a dedication to Zeus Hypsistos by a guild of worshippers ca. 250 CE from Pydna in Macedonia, among whose officers are an archon, an apXtaovdayoyo;, a ippoadTa;lS ("presiding officer"), and a ypapggazteS ("secretary"), all titles known to The word "rabbi" is probably the only Jewish title for which pagan or Christian usages are not also attested, but it occurs so infrequently and relatively so late in Jewish inscriptions that it is not a major factor.30 Other examples of problematic formulas include the so-called Eumenian formula discussed at length by Louis Robert, namely, warnings to wouldbe tomb violators that they would be accountable to God (Eoxta az(il? 7p6S; T6v Oe6v). Robert concluded these could be either Jewish or Christian. He also claimed that the invocation of the judgment of God (KIpiat;) was not pagan, although it could be either Jewish or Christian.39 Robert also considered the phrase e?iloyita rc&atv ("blessing to all") to be purely Jewish; similar arguments have been made for the use of e'koyia in any Another problematic example is CII 84*, a Latin inscription, now in Urbino, that begins with a chi rho, and which is accompanied by a sevenbranched object that looks somewhat different from the typical rendering of a seven-branched menorah. Frey simply denied that it was a menorah: "among the Jews, the seven-branched candelabra never appears in such a form."45 But Diehl thought it was, and he concluded that the inscription was Jewish Christian. Several other symbols occur here, including a dolphin, Lazarus in the tomb, and something Diehl took to be an ark. In any case the methodological difficulties are apparent. The combination of pervasive Greco-Roman motifs and physical disjuncture between the rooms and the corridor led early investigators to conclude that the rooms were not originally Jewish, despite their concession that an inscription found in the second room (still in situ) to a twenty-four-year old ypagl.iatzeiS named Petronius, by his father Honoratus, also called ypao.Cuatx;, and his mother Petronia, was clearly Jewish.49 Various theories were put forth to explain how pagan hypogea (underground graves) were ultimately utilized by Jews.50 Although Leon and Goodenough refuted these arguments more than thirty years ago, one version of these interpretations is still offered as the most likely explanation for the presence of these rooms by local guides. According to this scenario, fossores (grave diggers) excavating the catacomb accidently hit a pagan hypogeum, which they respectfully connected to the corridors. Sometime later, when its origins had been forgotten, Jews utilized the rooms for burials, as in the case of Petronius.51 In his refutation of such explanations, Leon points not only to the frequent use of the symbols found in Randanini in other demonstrably Jewish synagogues and catacombs, but also to the fact that a similar disjuncture between a cubiculum and a catacomb corridor occurs in the Via Nomentana catacomb, except that there no one has argued for the nonJewish identification of the room.52
Phrases and formulas
Ultimately, the Randanini rooms pose two separate questions. It is quite conceivable that the rooms were not originally part of the catacomb, but this by no means points to their non-Jewish character. Prosperous Christian families sometimes built their own family tombs, which they later allowed to be connected to Christian catacombs, and there is no reason to think that prosperous Jews might not have done the same. Certainly, the size and decoration of the rooms point to more affluent persons than those who utilized the simple loculi and kokhim lining the corridors of Randanini, as Frey also suggested that inscriptions that were not manifestly pagan, but used as filler, are therefore pagan by virtue of that usage, as in the case of CII 31*. This one is particularly instructive, however, for it is simply a fragment that reads Iul(i)a Rufina, names that Frey acknowledges to have been used equally by both pagans and Jews. If we cannot tell the religious identity of the individual merely by these names, could the Jews using the catacomb distinguish between pagan stones, which Frey thinks were fair material for closing up a loculus, and Jewish stones, which apparently were not? If the motives for purchasing such stones were at least in part economic, what evidence do we have that Jews cared whose reused stone they bought? If we argue that Jews did not care whose stones they used for filler, then we must grant the possibility that some of the stones used for filler could be Jewish.
Frey's assumption that Jews did not use dis manibus on their inscriptions was challenged most by an inscription from Siklos in modem Hungary that begins dis manibus and memorializes an eighteen-year-old named Septimia Maria, called Iudea.58 For Frey, the occurrence of the term ludea was 56Leon, The Jews of Ancient Rome, 332. 57Other stones used for filler, or inscribed on both sides: CII 17*, 19', 20-21', 26*, 27*, 28', 37*, 38'-all of these read DM or KO (17*): the "manibus" from 28* is not abbreviated, and could conceivably be reconstructed differently. There are others that do not contain the invocation. In any case, I find the social dynamics of such a reuse of stones rather puzzling. Conceivably, such stones came from the stone cutters, since it seems hard to imagine that Jews found the stones and then took them to be reused. Presumably, such stones were cheaper, but how they came to be reused is interesting in itself. I would appreciate any additional information that others may have on the evidence for such a practice and its social implications. 6Leon, The Jews of Ancient Rome, 332. 61CII 60*. 62For Goodenough (Jewish Symbols, 2. 137-40), the presence of these inscriptions, which otherwise closely resemble Jewish inscriptions from the same catacombs, could equally, if not more so, be taken as evidence that some Jews did use the phrase dis manibus on their inscriptions. The explanations suggested by Goodenough and others are not implausible, ranging from the possibility that some Jews actually liked these phrases and were not offended by them, to the possibility that the initials were routinely inscribed on stones before they were purchased, and that some Jews saw no problem in buying these stones and using them. On the basis of location, the Hebrew phrase and the menorah, no one has yet suggested that Frey erred in cataloguing this as a Jewish inscription. If he is correct, then we must conclude that the term depositus, together with date of burial, was not exclusively Christian, and exercise extreme caution in identifying an inscription based on the use of that phrase. read'Ev (6)v(6)lat((t) K(upio)u / In nomine domini ("in the name of the Lord").73 Goodenough suggests that the subtle differences here reflect Jews who "lived in a Christian community where they found it safer to use the Christian phrase in languages intelligible to their neighbors, while they announced their Jewish loyalty in Hebrew,"74 and supposes a date of late fourth or fifth century CE. Apparently, the back of the stone contains a chi rho between an alpha and an omega. Schwab thought this was a much later addition to the stone, but Goodenough thought it just as possible that it was part of a pattern of pragmatic Jewish accommodation to increasing Christian pressure on Jews.75 Thus, even the interpretation of a chi rho may be complex.
Date of death
CONCLUSIONS
Such ambiguous usages suggest that to distinguish between Jewish, Christian, and pagan inscriptions in the Greco-Roman period is not nearly as simple as we may wish. A significant number of inscriptions contain features that appear contradictory to us: they point simultaneously to differing cultural and religious contexts. I am convinced that, in numerous cases, these seemingly contradictory features are more real in our eyes than in the eyes of those we study and that they reflect the cultural realities of late antiquity.
I suspect we shall continue to have difficulty determining the religious identification of many inscriptions, whether already known or yet to be discovered. I think it will help if scholars keep in mind several things as we proceed in our work.
It should go without saying that our ideal is to proceed from the known to the uncertain in determining the distinctive and characteristic features of ancient inscriptions. To do this, we need first to reconsider the evidence for the Jewishness of many, if not most inscriptions previously classified as Jewish. This is not to suggest that most are not Jewish, but rather that we need to ask what criteria were employed in that classification and how well grounded those criteria are. Second, we need to make clear our own assumptions about what constituted Jewish behavior and social identity in late antiquity and to reexamine the evidence for those assumptions, for often it turns out that the classification of an inscription hinges on just such assumptions. Frey's treatment of Annia Iuda (CII 77*) is one such case in 73CII 661, discussed in Goodenough, Jewish Symbols, 2. 58. 74Goodenough, Jewish Symbols, 2. 58. 75Ibid. point: he could just as easily have used this inscription as evidence that Jewish women made dedications to female divine spirits, had that not been outside his own conceptual framework.
I also suggest that we take seriously the possibility, if not the probability, that many inscriptions made by Jews will not contain any specifically Jewish items. For those in search of certainty this will no doubt be frustrating, but particularly in places where Jews were well integrated into the life of the larger community, such as many of the cities, towns and villages of Asia Minor, this may in fact be the case. Whether we can accept the suggestion of Ellen Saltman that any inscription not demonstrably non-Jewish may well be Jewish I am not sure, for this assumes our definitions of non-Jewish, rather than the definition of persons in late antique Asia Minor.76 Similar observations may no doubt be made for Christian inscriptions as well, since identifiably Christian inscriptions cannot be documented before the third century, and it is hard to believe that no Christians left epigraphical records prior to that time.
We must also keep in mind the fluidity of ancient social relations when considering inscriptions that seem incongruous to us. In some cases, the incongruity may be a figment of our own imaginations, but in other cases it may reflect the results of intermarriage, new religious affiliation, or ancient self-understandings that do not make much sense in the modem world, such as Christian Judaism. I do not suggest this recognition of fluidity will enable us to resolve all our difficulties in the identification of inscriptions, but it will help. 
